Transition Regulations
International Bachelor Economics and Business
Economics
- since 2007
Transition Regulation 2010
Senior students may continue their bachelor’s programme in the academic year 2010/2011,
although with the following adjustments:
Old courses
Academic year 2009/2010

Substitute courses
Academic year 2010/2011

FEB12008X

Financial Information
Systems 1a (4 cr)*

FEB12015X

FEB12011X

International Lecture Series
(4 cr)

FEB12016X Economics of Ageing (4 cr)

FEB13056X Skills 2 (4 cr)

Introduction to Behavioral
Economics (4 cr)

Elective (4 cr)**

* In the academic year 2010/2011 only written examinations will be offered for FIS 1a.
** Only for students who completed the former course FEB12009X-Methods,
Techniques & Researchproject (8 cr) in an earlier academic year.
Senior students who completed the major seminar in an earlier academic year may complete
the Major on 20 cr (1 seminar (12 cr) + 2 courses (8 cr)).

Transition Regulation 2009
For rounding off their bachelor, senior students may use the transitional arrangement below.
The table below can be read as follows:
 When switching over to the new programme old courses can take the place of
corresponding new courses.
 When rounding off the old programme new courses can take the place of
corresponding old courses.
Old courses
Bachelor-1 2007
FEB11010X Skills & Guidance (4 cr)
Old courses
Bachelor-2 2007
FEB12009X

Methods, Techniques & Research
Project (8 cr)

New courses
Bachelor-1 2009
FEB11013X ICT (IBEB) (4 cr)
New courses
Bachelor-2 2009
FEB12012X

Methods & Techniques
(8 cr)

Transition Regulation 2007
General
IBEB students who would like to finish their bachelor-1 or bachelor-3 programme can make
use of the Transition Regulation below.
N.B. It’s not possible anymore to take examinations as stated in the ‘old’ programme.
Students who still have to complete ‘old’ courses, have to follow the corresponding ‘new’
courses within the Jaarplansysteem and therefore also have to attend the obligatory
practicals.
IBEB-3
The Transition Regulation requires that a combination of a seminar and the Bachelor’s thesis
adds up to 20 cr (the combination of an ‘old’ seminar of 10 cr and a ‘new’ Bachelor’s thesis of
8 cr is not allowed).
Because of the formal rule of 180 cr for completing your Bachelor’s degree programme, it
may be necessary to complete your Bachelor’s thesis with the ‘old’ student workload of 10
credits.
If the total amount of credits for the bachelor-3 programme adds up to 58 of 59 credits (e.g. if
some courses with the new student workload of 4 credits were followed), students can send a
written request to the Examination Board for dispensation for the one or two credits that are
missing. If, at the end of bachelor-3, students miss more than 2 credits, they will have to
choose an extra elective.

Transition Regulation
In the schedule in the left column you can find the programme as given in the academic year
2006/2007; in the right column you can find the corresponding courses according to the new
bachelor’s programme.
Old courses
Bachelor-1 2006

New courses
Bachelor-1 2007

FEWE141

Skills & Guidance (p.m.)

FEB11011X Skills & Guidance (p.m.)*

FEWE110

Micro Economics (8 cr)

FEB11001X Microeconomics (8 cr)

FEWE111

Macro Economics (8 cr)

FEB11002X Macroeconomics (8 cr)

FEWE120

Introduction to Accounting (8 cr)

FEB11007X

FEWE121

Marketing (8 cr)

FEB11008X Marketing (IBEB) (8 cr)

FEWE122

Organisation & Motivation Economics
FEB11006X Organisation (8 cr)
(8 cr)

FEWE130

Financial Information Systems (4 cr)

FEB11009X

FEWE131

Mathematics for Economists 1 (4 cr)

FEB11003X Mathematics 1 (4 cr)

FEWE132

Mathematics for Economists 2 (4 cr)

FEB11004X Mathematics 2 ( 4 cr)

FEWE133

Business Statistics (4 cr)

FEB11005X Applied Statistics 1 (4 cr)

FEWE140

International Lecture Week (4 cr)

FEB11010X

Bachelor-2 2007**

Introduction to Accounting
(8 cr)

Financial Information
Systems (4 cr)

International Lecture Week
1* (4 cr)

Bachelor-2 2008**

Old courses
Bachelor-3 2005
FEWE600

FEWSCEB

Capita Selecta IBEB (10 cr)

New courses
Bachelor-3 2007
Skills 2 (4 cr)
FEB13056X +
Elective (6 cr)

Major seminar (10 cr)

Major seminar (12 cr)

Major course 1 (5 cr)

Major course 1 (4 cr)

Major course 2 (5 cr)

Major course 2 (4 cr)

Bachelor’s Thesis economics &
Business Economics (10 cr)

FEB13100X

Electives (20 cr)

Bachelor’s Thesis IBEB
(8 cr)
Electives (22 cr)

* As from the academic year 2008-2009 the International Lecture Week 1 is no longer offered.
The substitute course is FEB11010X - Skills & Guidance (4 cr). The course FEB11011X Skills & Guidance (p.m.) has been cancelled.
** The courses for Bachelor-2 have remained unchanged. Therefore no transitional
regulations are required.

Course codes
As a result of the introduction of the Jaarplansysteem the old course codes (capital letters
FEW + four figures) were per 1 September 2007 replaced by new course codes (capital
letters FEB or FEM + a new combination of figure/letter).
Old courses that were last offered in the academic year 2007/2008 keep the old FEW code.
See the course information on SIN-Online for a complete list.

